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Linking Visualizer* 

 The purpose of this document is to provide definitions for the metrics we will use to determine the health 

and effectiveness of our knowledge sharing program as well as drive repeat issues and questions out of 

existence (Problem Management) through self service, automation or fixes. 

The measures defined below help start the program off with the right focus to ensure a healthy adoption 

of knowledge sharing practices and efficiency within our organization.  

1. Linking
This is measured as a percentage of knowledge base articles linked/total tickets resolved for a given

period. Use of knowledge in the knowledge base is indicated by linking the specific knowledge article

used to the issue resolved. Linking represents a measure of engagement by the people using the

knowledge every day. For example, if your team gets 100 issues/month and the team links 91 of those

to articles in the knowledge base with the answer/solution, the Linking for the month would be 91%. A

typical healthy knowledge sharing practices looks for a Linking percentage of 70% or better. Linking

equates to “Participation” as defined by the Consortium for Service Innovation.

Calculation: Collect the number of times any article was linked for the period. (If an article was linked to

multiple incidents, you will count ALL of the times it was linked – so if a particular article was linked to

177 incidents, the count for the period would be 177.

Example:

Knowledge Use 

Month Total Served # Linked Knowledge Use 

January 1971 1277 65% 

February 2001 1486 74% 

March 2233 1954 88% 

April 2197 2081 95% 1954 88% 

2. Effort Analysis
The measure tracks

a. The effort – amount of time – spent of resolving/answering repeat issues, questions and
requests; AND

b. The effort – amount of time – spent resolving/answering unique, new issues, requests and
questions.

These two efforts are graphed as trend lines which ideally converge and even cross with the effort spent 

on repeat items trending lower leaving more time for the team to work on unique, new items.  
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The calculation here looks like this. First determine which knowledge articles are linked ONLY once to an 

incident in the period, EG the past month. These incidents will be considered new. The average of the 

duration of these new incidents is the effort spent on new issues. Duration is usually based on when the 

incident was set to resolve rather than closed. The second effort score is calculated by first determining 

which articles have been linked More Than once during the period and then averaging the duration of the 

incidents those articles have been linked to. 

3. Incident/Effort reduction or “How to make our organization more efficient” 

Knowledge management plays a big role in problem management – the efforts to reduce or mitigate 

the impact of incidents within Eagle. Not all incidents can/will be addressed by problem management 

analysis due to limited resourcing in that arena. Typically, there are 4 reasons to conduct Problem 

Management analysis on incidents: 

a. High effort due to high volume (Most Frequently Used Articles) 

b. High effort because the time to resolve is very long (Most Time Consuming Articles) 

c. High visibility (potentially) leading to reputational damage 

d. High risk to client/business operations 

The knowledge sharing program addresses the first two (high effort) incident types well. (The second two 

types will be addressed in any case due to the nature of those incident types). 

4. Most Frequently Used Articles 

Reports on the top n most frequently linked articles (Mark as Resolution) within a period, EG monthly. 

The beauty of this report is that it quantifies what the support team already knows generally: which 

incidents are most prevalent. This report prioritizes the most frequently occurring incident types based 

on how many times a specific article was used (linked). The report is generated by simply reporting 

from the system which articles were linked the most times during the period. 

Example: 

Knowledge Quality 

Name #Reserved AQI Score Date 

Support Tech 1  4 94 1/31/2012 

Support Tech 2 5 89 1/31/2012 

Support Tech 3 3 85 1/31/2012 

Support Tech n 4 73 1/29/2012 

Team Total 16 85 Jan-12 
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5. Most Time Consuming Articles 
Reports on which incidents are the most time consuming. This is important for several reasons. First, 

although the associated articles are not the most frequently used, they might still represent more 

support team effort. For example, if the most frequently used article resolves a password reset and 

each reset takes 5 minutes, if the team links the password reset article to 100 incidents in the month, 

then the team spent 500 minutes on password resets. If at the same time the team has to resolve a 

longer duration issue of 70 minutes and the corresponding article is linked only 9 times, the team spent 

630 minutes in the month on this incident type. This can be important for trending early in the roll out 

of a new version of tool, etc. This is calculated taking the number of links for each articles multiplied by 

the duration of the incidents each article is linked to and then arranging in total time spent. 

Example: 

Knowledge Quality 

Name #Reserved AQI Score Date 

Support Tech 1  4 94 1/31/2012 

Support Tech 2 5 89 1/31/2012 

Support Tech 3 3 85 1/31/2012 

Support Tech n 4 73 1/29/2012 

Team Total 16 85 Jan-12 

 

6. Individual Participation 

This is the same report as the Linking Report (#1 above) only granulated to the individual support 

analyst level. We are reporting how many incidents the analyst solved where they linked an article. The 

calculation is: Start with the list of analysts for the group in question. For each analyst, divide the 

number of incidents resolved that also have a knowledge article linked to the incident by the total 

number of incidents resolved by the analyst for the period. 

*These reports are not designed for senior management and C Suite consumption. Rather they are to be used for the 

management of the program overall. Attention to answering “so what”? is key to reporting for higher levels of management. 
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